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Progressive Country With a Montana flair. Prairie Music. 11 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Traditional Country,

COUNTRY: Western Details: The five members of Cabin Fever enjoy music. This album offers a mix of

personal life experiences of each of the members. An effort is made to present a variety of tunes pleasing

to the ear. We had a friend describe our music as prairie music. "You know that open air feeling of

cowboy music - prairie music". The group enjoyed making their 1st album and hope you enjoy their work.

About the songs, 1. Mind Over Matter, is about the end of a relationship. She said they were through and

moved to Seattle but continued to call the poor guy all the time, just keeping him thinking here is hope to

the relationship. 2. It's a Great Life, well it is about life, it is great just don't weaken. 3. Devils Key, has to

do with a cattle rustler stealing another mans cattle and getting caught by the owner. 4. Blue Neon, a poor

traveling salesman in his motel room looks out his window sees a blue neon sign and wonders about his

life. 5. Runaway Train, you tell us. 6. Time Out for Romance, just that, take some time out for romance

and dance. 7. Boxelder Boogie, what can we say it is an instrumental. 8. I Don't Want to be a Cowboy,

sometimes when Murphy strikes you look across the fence and think, life might be easier if I..... 9. Rodeo

Song, written by a young man of 16, he went to the Calgary Stampede and fell in love. 10. Desk, Door,

and a Window, a young couple living the free and easy lifestyle, along comes kids, and bills. They have to

changes lifestyles to cover the bills end up in an office with a desk door and window. 11. Childhood Days,

don't care if it is your childhood or your kids childhood they go by way to fast, enjoy. Thanks for taking

time to check out our songs.
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